Text that appears in images contains important and useful information. Detection and extraction of text in images have been used in many applications. In this paper, we propose a multiscale edge-based text extraction algorithm, which can automatically detect and extract text in complex images. The proposed method is a general-purpose text detection and extraction algorithm, which can deal not only with printed document images but also with scene text. It is robust with respect to the font size, style, color, orientation, and alignment of text and can be used in a large variety of application fields, such as mobile robot navigation, vehicle license detection and recognition, object identification, document retrieving, page segmentation, etc.
INTRODUCTION
The automatic detection of Region of Interests (ROI) is an active research area in the design of machine vision systems. Text embedded in images contains large quantities of useful semantic information which can be used to fully understand images. Text appears in images either in the form of documents such as scanned CD/book covers or video images. Video text can broadly be classified into two categories: overlay text and scene text. Overlay text refers to those characters generated by graphic titling machines and superimposed on video frames/images, such as video captions, while scene text occurs naturally as a part of scene, such as text in information boards/signs, nameplates, food containers, etc.
Automatic detection and extraction of text in images have been used in many applications. Document text localization can be used in the applications of page segmentation, document retrieving, address block location, etc. Content-based image/video indexing is one of the typical applications of overlay text localization. Scene text extraction can be used in mobile robot navigation to detect text-based landmarks, vehicle license detection/recognition, object identification, etc.
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We are looking into algorithms that can perform generalpurpose text localization. However, due to the variety of font size, style, orientation, alignment as well as the complexity of the background, designing a robust general algorithm, which can effectively detect and extract text from both types of images, is full of challenges.
Wang et al. [1] proposed a connected-component based method which combines color clustering, a black adjacency graph (BAG), an aligning-and-merging-analysis scheme and a set of heuristic rules together to detect text in the application of sign recognition such as street indicators and billboards. As the author mentioned, uneven reflections result in incomplete character segmentation which increases the false alarm rate in this method. Kim et al. [2] implemented a hierarchical feature combination method to implement text extraction in natural scenes. However, authors admit that this method could not handle large text very well due to the use of local features that represents only local variations of image blocks. Gao et al. [3] developed a three layer hierachical adaptive text detection algorithm for natural scenes. This method has been applied in a prototype Chinese sign translation system which mostly has a horizontal and/or vertical alignment. We proposed a statistics-based method [4] to detect and localize textbased features by calculating the spatial intensity variation. This method is very simple and fast. However, in real scenes, due to uneven illumination, reflections and shadows, an image background may contain areas with high spatial intensity variation that do not contain text. Our experiments showed that this algorithm did not perform well under some situations. This led to the development of a more robust algorithm based on edges, a single scale edge-based text region extraction algorithm [5] for indoor scene images, which is robust with respect to font sizes, styles, color/intensity, orientations, effects of illumination, reflections, shadows, and perspective distortion.
In this paper, we propose a multiscale edge-based text extraction algorithm, a general-purpose method, which can quickly and effectively localize and extract text from both document and indoor/ outdoor scene images.
PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method is based on the fact that edges are a reliable feature of text regardless of color/intensity, layout, orientations, etc. Edge strength, density and the orientation variance are three distinguishing characteristics of text embedded in images, which can be used as main features for detecting text. The proposed method consists of three stages: candidate text region detection, text region localization and character extraction.
Candidate Text Region Detection
This stage aims to build a feature map by using three important properties of edges: edge strength, density and variance of orientations. The feature map is a gray-scale image with the same size of the input image, where the pixel intensity represents the possibility of text.
Multi-scale edge detector
In our proposed method, we use magnitude of the second derivative of intensity as a measurement of edge strength as this allows better detection of intensity peaks that normally characterize text in images. The edge density is calculated based on the average edge strength within a window. Fig. 1 ) results in four oriented edge intensity images E(θ), (θ ∈ {0, 45, 90, 135}), which contain all the properties of edges required in our proposed method. Edge detector is carried out by using a multiscale strategy, where the multiscale images are produced by Gaussian pyramids which successively low-pass filter and down-sample the original image reducing image in both vertical and horizontal directions. In our proposed method, those obtained multiscale images are simultaneously processed by the compass operator as individual inputs.
Feature map generation
As we mentioned before, regions with text in them will have significantly higher values of average edge density, strength and variance of orientations than those of non-text regions. We exploit these three characteristics to generate a feature map which suppresses the false regions and enhances true candidate text regions. This procedure is described in Eq.1.
In the above equation, f map is the output feature map, is an across-scale addition operation, which employs the scale fusion. n is the highest level of scale, which is determined by the resolution (size) of the input image. Generally speaking, the higher the resolution is, the more scales can be used. In our implementation, we use two scales for images with resolution of 640 × 480. θ ∈ {0, 45, 90, 135} are different orientation and N is a normalization operation. (i, j) are coordinates of an image pixel. W (i, j) is the weight for pixel (i, j), whose value is determined by the number of edge orientations within a window. The window size is determined by a constant c. Namely, the more orientations a window has, the larger weight the center pixel has. By employing this non linear weight mapping, the proposed method distinguishes text regions from texture-like regions, such as window frames, wall patterns, etc.
Text Region Localization
Normally, text embedded in an image appears in clusters, i.e., it is arranged compactly. Thus, characteristics of clustering can be used to localize text regions. Since the intensity of the feature map represents the possibility of text, a simple global thresholding can be employed to highlight those with high text possibility regions resulting in a binary image. A morphological dilation operator can easily connect the very close regions together while leaving those whose position are far away to each other isolated. In our proposed method, we use a morphological dilation operator with a 7×7 square structuring element to the previous obtained binary image to get joint areas referred to as text blobs. Two constraints are used to filter out those blobs which do not contain text [5] , where the first constraint is used to filter out all the very small isolated blobs whereas the second constraint filters out those blobs whose widths are much smaller than corresponding heights. The retaining blobs are enclosed in boundary boxes. Four pairs of coordinates of the boundary boxes are determined by the maximum and minimum coordinates of the top, bottom, left and right points of the corresponding blobs. In order to avoid missing those character pixels which lie near or outside of the initial boundary, width and height of the boundary box are padded by a small amounts.
Character Extraction
Existing OCR (Optical Character Recognition) engines can only deal with printed characters against clean backgrounds and can not handle characters embedded in shaded, textured or complex backgrounds. The purpose of this stage is to extract accurate binary characters from the localized text regions so that we can use the existing OCR directly for recognition. In our proposed method, we use uniform white character pixels in a pure black ground by using Eq.2.
In the above equation, T is the text extracted binary output image. is an union operation. SU B i are sub-images of the original image, where i indicates the number of sub-images. Sub-images are extracted according to the obtained boundary boxes in stage two. | · | z is a thresholding algorithm which segments the text regions into white characters in a pure black background.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. We use 75 test images of four types including book covers, object labels, indoor lab nameplates and outdoor information signs, in which text has different font sizes, colors, orientations, alignments, perspective projection under different lighting conditions. Fig. 2 ∼ 5, we can see that the performance of our proposed method on a wide variety of image set is excellent overall. Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed method is a robust and effective approach to detect text-based features in complex images. Table 1 shows the performance comparison of our proposed method with several existing methods, where our proposed method shows a clear improvement over existing methods. In this table, the performance statistics of other methods are cited from published work. Considering a 95% confidence interval, it appears that Wang et al. [1] , Xi et al. [6] and Gllavata et al. [7] have a similar performance as the pro- The overall average computation time for 75 test images (with 480 × 640 resolution) using unoptimized matlab codes on a personal laptop with Intel Pentium(R) 1.8GHZ processor and 1.0G RAM is 14.5 seconds (stddev. = 0.156), which includes entire run time including image reading, computation as well as image display.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an effective and robust general-purpose text detection and extraction algorithm, which can automatically detect and extract text from complex background images. Our main future work involves using a suitable existing OCR technique to recognize the extracted text. The contributions of the proposed method are:
(a) can handle both printed document and scene text images.
(b) Not sensitive to image color/intensity, robust with respect to font, sizes, orientations, alignment, uneven illumination, perspective and reflection effects. (d) Distinguishes text regions from texture-like regions, such as window frames, wall patterns, etc., by using the variance of edge orientations.
(e) Binary output can be directly be used as an input to an existing OCR engine for character recognition without any further processing.
